GXM FOR ECOMMERCE LEADERS

Introducing Gift Experience Management,
only from GiftNow.
Gift Experience Management™ (GXM) is a holistic platform
that lets retailers and merchants manage the full spectrum
of gifting: product gifts, gift cards, and corporate gifts. 



We believe there’s a better way 

to gift. 


Gift giving is an integral part of our lives. We use gifts to
welcome new hires, celebrate birthdays, show our
affection, and make holiday wishes come true. And all of
this generosity adds up to a big opportunity: a massive
gifting economy that’s expanding every day.


But your share of the gifting economy could be even bigger.
While the experience revolution has transformed other
industries (think of how companies like Uber, Airbnb, and
Netflix have expanded their markets by offering a new
standard of highly personalized, data-driven experiences)
most merchants overlook the gifting experience—and they
miss out on a big opportunity to engage and delight customers.
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That’s why we built GiftNow, the
Gift Experience Management
platform.


Gift Experience Management (GXM) enables gifting
to join the digital experience revolution. By
recognizing gifting as a complex ecosystem,
understanding gift shopping as a unique customer
journey, and considering the needs of both gifters and
recipients, GiftNow creates thoughtfully designed
gifting experiences that add value every step of the
way. 


GiftNow takes the anxiety, disappointment, and
roadblocks out of giving and receiving, making gifting
easier, more satisfying, and more spontaneous than
ever. This can mean more customers, increased
revenue, and fewer returns.


One platform. Three products.

GIFT CARDS

CORPORATE GIFTING

PRODUCT GIFTING

YOUR MESSAGE FOR EMILY
Happy Birthday, Em! Hope
your day is wonderful.

"Sending lots of love today!
Miss you big time!"



For Her Collection

HOLIDAY EMPLOYEE GIFTS

Happy Holidays! Thanks for
being part of the team. 



Create Collection

Shop Gifts

PICK A THEME

1. Pick a gift card.

2. Personalize the gift.

1. Pick a gift.

2. They open their gift.

1. Curate a gift
collection.

2. They open their gift.
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Sara sent you
a giftcard!

Select this

3. They open their gift.
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3. They modify
or exchange.

Select this

4. The gift arrives.

3. They select
or modify.

4. The gift arrives.

GiftNow is designed to help
ecommerce leaders drive more
revenue by converting online
gift-shoppers. 


Improve Conversion Rates

Ecommerce sites are designed to make shopping
for yourself as seamless as possible, but that
means they often overlook gift buyers. GiftNow
meets these customers’ needs, making the
process of buying a gift as easy as buying
something for themselves. Buyers don’t need a
shipping address, don’t need to know size or color,
and can deliver gifts instantly via text or 


email—effectively removing the barriers that keep
you from converting these customers. 


By offering a shopping journey tailored for gift
buyers, you can encourage shoppers to explore
categories that are new to them; for example, a
man who doesn't usually shop for jewelry might
purchase jewelry using GiftNow. Items that were
once avoided by gift-shoppers (like shoes and
clothes) are now buying options, since GiftNow
allows shoppers to purchase without having to
know a size or color. And since products are
delivered digitally, every transaction connects you
with two customers—the buyer and the
recipient—instead of just one. 


Boost Profitability 

GiftNow helps increase margins by reducing or
eliminating return shipping costs. And because
gifts are delivered digitally, even last-minute gifts
can ship at the most economical rate. Plus, our
proprietary fraud scoring system makes sure that
every transaction is legitimate; up to 99% of gift
card orders instantly.1


1 GiftNow partner data 2021

A Tale of Two Shopper Journeys
SELF - SHO PPING
T RIGG E R
Driven by personal

want or need

SHO PPING
Private; purchase anxiety

alleviated by reviews

and easy returns

P U RC HASE

Increasingly one-step,


automated

O P E NING
Small part of experience

R ETU RN S

Size, quality related. 

A hassle, but low stakes.

GI FT - SHO PPING
T RIGG E R
Planned and spontaneous;

holiday, birthday, event

G XM FO R E C OMME RC E LEADE R S

SHO PPING
Anxiety of getting 

it right, of missing the mark

P U RC HASE

Shipping address, will it get there in
time, gift wrapping

O P E NING
Surprise, excitement,

unknown

R ETU RN S

Fear of gift becoming a chore,

logistical issues like gift reciept

Reporting 


Fraud & Security


Implementation	


Compatibility


Stay up to speed with GiftNow

GiftNow’s liability protection

Getting started is easy. It can

Whatever payment processor

reporting, robust A/B testing

program helps maximize

take as little as four weeks to get

you have, GiftNow works with it.

capabilities, and periodic

approval rates, reduce false

up and running with GiftNow, and

And if you don’t have a processor,

settlement reports that include

declines, and covers fraudulent

implementation requires minimal

we can help you pick one that’s

transaction data, invoices, and

charges. Plus security that meets

resources from your IT team.



right for you.



settlement details for

industry standards, PCI Level 1

reconciliation. Custom reports

certification, and accessibility

can be pulled upon request. 


optimizations help ensure total

protection.

Join the gifting revolution.


Gifting is about to get easier, more
satisfying, and more spontaneous
than ever before. 


giftnow.com
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